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Abstract

The article takes cryptocurrency as an example of how criminals 
and terrorist groups seek to weaken national security. The de-
centralized nature of virtual currency along with the lack of reg-
ulations foster clandestine operations and illegal activities. Illegal 
business on dark net marketplaces as well as money laundering can 
thus be conducted far from law enforcement. Cryptocurrency also 
serve terrorism financing with the examples of Hamas, al-Qaeda, 
and ISIS. After analyzing US policy on the matter, this article offers 
recommendations. Adapting legislation to technological develop-
ments appears essential to take back control of cyberspace.

Keywords: Cryptocurrency, National Security, Cyberspace, Finan-
cial Crime, Terrorism

Las criptomonedas y la seguridad nacional 

Resumen

El artículo toma las criptomonedas como ejemplo de cómo los de-
lincuentes y grupos terroristas buscan debilitar la seguridad na-
cional. La naturaleza descentralizada de la moneda virtual, junto 
con la falta de regulaciones, fomentan operaciones clandestinas y 
actividades ilegales. Los negocios ilegales en los mercados de la red 
oscura, así como el lavado de dinero, pueden realizarse lejos de 
la aplicación de la ley. Las criptomonedas también sirven para fi-
nanciar el terrorismo con los ejemplos de Hamas, al-Qaeda e ISIS. 
Luego de analizar la política estadounidense al respecto, este artí-
culo ofrece recomendaciones. Adaptar la legislación a los avances 
tecnológicos parece fundamental para recuperar el control del ci-
berespacio.

Palabras clave: Criptomoneda, Seguridad Nacional, Ciberespacio, 
Delitos Financieros, Terrorismo
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加密货币与国家安全

摘要

本文以加密货币为例，展示罪犯和恐怖主义集团如何试图削
弱国家安全。虚拟货币的去中心化性质以及相关监管的缺乏
为秘密行动和非法活动创造适宜条件。暗网上的非法交易和
洗钱因此能在远离执法的情况下进行。加密货币还为哈马
斯、基地组织和伊斯兰国等提供恐怖主义融资。本文分析了
美国在该事务上的政策，并提供了相关建议。将法律适应于
技术开发一事似乎对夺回网络空间控制权而言至关重要。

关键词：加密货币，国家安全，网络空间，金融犯罪，恐怖
主义

Introduction

In recent years, cryptocurrency has emerged as a unique national security chal-
lenge with its increasing popularity and profitability around the world. Cryp-
tocurrency attracts technological innovators and investors, as it becomes more 

mainstream and integrated into the legitimate economy. However, cryptocurrency 
also appeals to illicit actors, such as criminals and terrorist groups who seek to 
weaken national security and operate within cyberspace to evade law enforcement. 
Cryptocurrency offers these malicious groups an opportunity to generate reve-
nue from illegal activities and fund their operations in an increasingly clandestine 
manner. The decentralized nature of virtual currency makes it easier for bad actors 
to engage in crime without the regulations or detection mechanisms of the tradi-
tional banking system. In addition, the ability to conduct financial transactions 
anonymously or pseudo-anonymously provide enhanced privacy to virtual illicit 
activities.1 These two key factors aid criminals and terrorists in conducting illegal 
operations and undermining national security through the use of cryptocurrency. 

The recent popularity, increasing profitability, and growing acceptance of 
cryptocurrency across different legitimate sectors forces policymakers to address 
the illegitimate uses of digital currency. This paper will analyze how cryptocur-
rency has a significant and growing use in different areas of crime and terrorism. 
By examining U.S. policy towards cryptocurrency, we can better understand how 
the U.S. should address digital currency as a national security concern, as well as 
identify challenges to implementing policy. As the threat landscape continues to 
evolve due to expanding technological innovations in cyberspace, cryptocurrency 
poses a unique national security threat because of its role in ransomware attacks, 
illicit activities, and terrorism financing.
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Background

Cryptocurrency is a decentralized form of digital currency, meaning that no in-
stitution or organization controls or regulates it. The peer-to-peer exchanges are 
logged in the blockchain, which cryptocurrency expert, Dr. Diana Dolliver, re-
ferred to as the encrypted foundation where cryptocurrency exists.2 The block-
chain is a public ledger that records and maintains a history of cryptocurrency 
transactions. However, the publication, “Fistful of Bitcoins: Characterizing Pay-
ments Among Men with No Names,” explains that while the blockchain is public, 
the records are based on the pseudonyms of the users. 3 Real-life identities are not 
necessary to conduct crypto transactions, allowing users to protect their privacy 
behind one, or sometimes, multiple pseudonyms with ease. The use of digital wal-
lets also allows users to maintain their privacy, as well as their own crypto.

Digital wallets are a type of software that allows users to store their cryp-
tocurrency. Each user has a wallet address that provides them with pseudo-ano-
nymity.4 The types of wallets range from hardware to mobile apps, or even a simple 
piece of paper with a QR code. Some of the mobile apps used to store crypto, 
such as Coinbase or Binance, also function as an exchange platform, which allows 
users to buy and sell virtual currencies.5 As one of the most popular exchanges, 
Coinbase has an estimated 43 million users and traded over $455 billion dollars 
of volume.6 With over 5,500 different cryptocurrencies in existence, licit users can 
invest in cryptocurrency as a financial asset or use it as a means to purchase legit-
imate commodities. 

Many users choose to invest in cryptocurrency, as its profitability and value 
have skyrocketed despite its volatility. For example, at the end of 2017, one Bitcoin 
was valued at around $17,400.7 One year later, it was worth about $3,212. In March 
of 2020, Bitcoin garnered attention in the financial sector as its value exceeded 
$57,000.8 Months later, the cryptocurrency’s value dropped to around $35,000.9 
Unlike fiat money, which is government-issued and regulated, the value of virtual 
currencies is not in the amount one has. Instead, the value is determined by how 
much consumers are willing to pay for cryptocurrency using fiat money.10

Cryptocurrency can also be used to purchase goods, the same way that 
much of society uses fiat money. Its increasing popularity appears to be leading 
to a more mainstream acceptance of its uses. Today, a growing number of compa-
nies are creating and improving systems to allow payments using crypto, typically 
Bitcoin.11 For example, in June 2020, Mastercard announced its partnership with 
Bitpay, a bitcoin payment platform in creating a debit card tied to cryptocurrency 
that could be used at thousands of vendors around the world.12 Mastercard ex-
plained the reasoning for this new debit card was due to the increasing interest 
and investments in crypto, and that in some countries, up to 20% of the popula-
tion owns cryptocurrency.13 In addition, Microsoft, AT&T, and Home Depot are 
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among the major companies working towards or currently implementing Bitcoin 
payment systems. This trend will likely continue if the popularity of cryptocurren-
cy continues its current trajectory.

The primary properties of cryptocurrency attract both good and bad actors. 
Decentralized currencies are not subject to inflation, exchange rates, or interna-
tional transaction fees because there is no central authority. Also, an absence of 
regulation means that users are not required to provide information about their 
identities, which is appealing to those who highly value privacy. Different types 
of cryptocurrencies have varying levels of anonymity. For example, the two most 
popular cryptocurrencies, Bitcoin and Ethereum, are nearly pseudo-anonymous.14 
According to the Council on Foreign Relations, this means that while the block-
chain does not document names or real addresses, if a wallet’s owner is identified, 
the transactions can be tied back to the user.15 Other cryptos, such as Monero and 
Zcash have enhanced security to protect the privacy of users and increase ano-
nymity. While it is not completely impossible to trace a crypto transaction to the 
user, these layers of privacy protection make it increasingly challenging.16 Chain-
alysis’s “The 2021 Crypto Crime Report” states that cryptocurrency is attractive 
to criminals because of its pseudo-anonymity and the ability to transfer money 
around the world with ease.17 Although bad actors make up a small portion of 
crypto transactions, cryptocurrency plays a role in criminal activities that under-
mine national security. 

Cryptocurrency and Ransomware

Ransomware is a type of cyberattack that allows malicious actors to encrypt data 
and computer systems until the victim pays the ransom for decryption. Ransom-
ware threatens public and private networks around the world and can result in 
“data loss, privacy concerns, and cost billions of dollars a year,” according to the 
U.S. Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA).18 When ransom-
ware first emerged, hackers would demand money via online cash payment sys-
tems. However, this placed a constraint on ransomware hackers who could only 
conduct these attacks in locations where the cash payment systems were available. 

19 For this reason, hackers turned to cryptocurrency, as it offered a way around this 
limitation. CISA advises ransomware victims against paying the ransom because it 
funds cybercriminals and incentivizes further ransomware attacks.20 However, the 
cost of the ransom is frequently less expensive than the cost of redeveloping sys-
tems and data. Therefore, malicious actors often profit off of ransomware attacks, 
as statistics from the past few years demonstrate.

A number of research reports examining the link between cryptocurren-
cy and ransomware conclude that the use of crypto in this type of cyberattack is 
becoming more frequent. It also provides malicious actors with an opportunity 
to generate a significant amount of revenue. The 2018 academic article “Tracking 
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Ransomware End-to-End” studied the broader structure of ransomware attacks 
over a two-year period. It was estimated that from 2015-2017, hackers extorted 
over $16 million from about 20,000 ransomware victims.21 After hackers receive 
payments via cryptocurrency, they were able to cash out through a crypto ex-
change for fiat currency. To further hide their identities, some hackers deposited 
their funds into “mixers,” which are services that disguise the source of crypto by 
mixing the transaction pathways with other transactions from different origins.22

Chainalysis’s crime report explains how ransomware had a higher growth 
rate in 2020 than every other category of crypto-related crime, including dark net 
marketplaces and scams.23 The total amount that ransomware victims paid “in-
creased by 311% . . . to reach nearly $350 million worth of cryptocurrency.”24 This 
is partially due to the COVID-19 pandemic as people around the world migrated 
to telework and distance learning. Ransomware attacks provide malicious actors, 
including state-sponsored hackers and cybercriminals, with the opportunity to 
generate profits through the extortion of victims for cryptocurrency.25

The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK) utilizes ransomware 
attacks and other cybercrimes as a means to steal money. The New Yorker article, 
“The Incredible Rise of North Korea’s Hacking Army,” explains the growing cyber 
threat from the isolated country. North Korea is the only nation in the world that 
executes hacking operations and cybercrimes for the sole purpose of earning rev-
enue.26 Ironically, less than 1% of North Korean citizens have access to the inter-
net, yet the government has recruited and trained some of the best hackers in the 
world.27 Kim Jong Un believes that advanced cyber capabilities are essential for a 
strong defense arsenal. He even stated that cyber capabilities are an “all-purpose 
sword that guarantees the North Korean People’s Armed Forces ruthless striking 
capability, along with nuclear weapons and missiles.”28 

North Korea’s military intelligence agency, the Reconnaissance General Bu-
reau (RGB), is trained to conduct a variety of cybercrimes, including ransomware 
attacks and the theft of cryptocurrency from exchanges. In 2017, North Korean 
hackers carried out the WannaCry 2.0 ransomware attack that impacted 200,000 
victims in 150 countries, demonstrating North Korea as a true cyber threat.29 
WannaCry 2.0 impacted several industries around the world, including Boeing, 
the National Health Service in Britain, and Germany’s railways.30 The hackers ex-
ploited a vulnerability in the WindowsXP operating system and demanded $300 
worth of cryptocurrency to unlock the system. Overall, about $143,000 in Bitcoin 
was paid to the hackers.31 

In February 2021, three North Korean hackers were indicted by the U.S. Dis-
trict Court in Los Angeles in connection to the WannaCry 2.0 ransomware inci-
dent. The three hackers were also indicted for a range of other cybercrimes related 
to cryptocurrency, such as the “creation and deployment of malicious cryptocur-
rency applications” and “targeting of cryptocurrency and theft of cryptocurrency” 
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from a number of companies.32 Theft of crypto exchanges is the most dependable 
source of income for the country.33 In 2017, the hackers stole $75 million from 
a Slovenian cryptocurrency company and in 2018, stole $24.9 million from an 
Indonesian cryptocurrency company.34 In total, theft from crypto exchanges have 
earned North Korea an estimated $1.75 billion in digital currency.35 This alone 
could pay for about 10% of North Korea’s defense budget.36 In addition, a United 
Nations report claims that the $2 billion generated from North Korea’s cybercrime 
activities was allocated to its weapons of mass destruction program to enhance 
its nuclear capabilities.37 This demonstrates how state-sponsored crypto-related 
crime undermines national security by worsening existing security threats. Ran-
somware hackers can also weaken the security of critical infrastructure.

Ransomware incidents targeting critical infrastructure have increased in 
recent years, however the identities and state-alliances of these hackers are often 
unknown. The potential for high rewards incentivizes criminals to engage in this 
relatively low risk illicit cyber activity. For example, in 2019 hackers locked the mu-
nicipal computer systems of Lake City, Florida and demanded around $460,000 
worth of Bitcoin to release them.38 The attack, which froze the email accounts of city 
workers and hindered the ability for residents to pay their bills online, forced the 
city to send a Bitcoin payment to an anonymous wallet. This type of attack on mu-
nicipalities is not uncommon. In 2019, hackers targeted the municipal computer 
networks of Atlanta, Baltimore, Albany, and smaller towns in Florida, Georgia, and 
Massachusetts.39 Although U.S. federal agencies urge victims not to pay the ransom 
so as not to provide incentives for future hackers, recovery efforts frequently cost 
significantly more than the initial demand. In Atlanta, hackers demanded $51,000 
in cryptocurrency for the decryption of its files. Although the city refused to pay 
the ransom, reconstruction efforts totaled an estimated $17 million.40 Baltimore 
faced a similar situation when the refusal to pay a $76,000 ransom cost the city 
over $18 million by the end of its recovery.41 While ransomware attacks have been 
on the rise, 2020 saw an especially high number of incidents partially due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic and the migration to telework and distance learning.

The dramatic shift in the reliance on virtual private networks and online 
systems left data and computer networks vulnerable to exploitation by malicious 
actors. According to Chainalysis, this is demonstrated in the 60% increase in the 
average ransom payment between the first quarter and the second quarter of 2020. 
During the second quarter, the average ransom payment increased from $111,605 
to $178,254.42, 43 The education and healthcare sectors were particularly vulnera-
ble, as hackers capitalized on society’s desperate reliance for school systems and 
healthcare facilities to operate effectively. For this reason, there was greater oppor-
tunity in these two areas for cybercriminals to maximize their revenue.

Recently, ransomware attackers have targeted other essential sectors in the 
U.S. In May 2021, the cybercrime group, DarkSide, executed a ransomware attack 
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against Colonial Pipeline, a major U.S. pipeline operator.44 The attack shut down 
the company’s computer systems and led to gasoline price hikes, panic buying, and 
fuel shortages along the East Coast.45 To resume its stalled operations, the pipe-
line company paid the hackers about 75 Bitcoin, which at the time valued almost 
$5 million.46 Since the attack, U.S. investigators tracked a number of electronic 
transactions linked to DarkSide and were able to seize around $2.3 million worth 
of Bitcoin from the hackers.47 A New York Times article explains how the Eastern 
European cybercrime group has potential links to Russia, as DarkSide provides 
ransomware services and earn a portion of the extorted profits. 48 DarkSide’s possi-
ble connection to Russia grants the Russian government “a layer of plausible deni-
ability” regarding cyberattacks, such as the Colonial Pipeline incident, while also 
providing protection to cybercriminals.49

Weeks after the ransomware attack on Colonial Pipeline, JBS, the world’s 
largest meat processor, was also impacted by a cyberattack, demonstrating another 
recent case of ransomware disrupting the supply and production chains of vital 
U.S. commodities.50 The attack targeting JBS, which processes about one-fifth of 
the U.S.’s meat supply, forced a temporary shutdown of all nine of JBS’s beef plants 
located in the U.S. The shutdown led to production changes for its poultry and 
pork plants, as well as canceled shifts for around 2,500 employees.51 To prevent 
further price spikes and meat shortages, JBS paid a ransom of $11 million in Bit-
coin.52 Similar to the ransomware attack on Colonial Pipeline, there are suspicions 
that the unnamed cybercriminal group had connections to Russia. White House 
Deputy Press Secretary, Karine Jean-Pierre, stated that the ransom originated from 
“a criminal organization likely based in Russia.”53 These two cases show how cy-
bercriminals with potential nation-state connections can generate cryptocurrency 
through extorting important U.S. industries. 

The use of cryptocurrency in ransomware attacks provide state and non-
state cybercriminals an additional layer of anonymity as it is extremely difficult 
to identify the actors and track payments. In addition to the expense of recovery 
efforts, cryptocurrency’s role in ransomware attacks weakens the security of essen-
tial infrastructure. As COVID-19 forced large populations to work and learn from 
home, the education and healthcare sectors experienced tremendous stress. In 
addition, recent ransomware attacks demonstrate how cybercriminals are willing 
to disrupt the supply and production chains of vital U.S. commodities. The pres-
sure to function efficiently and continuously makes these sectors attractive, and 
potentially profitable targets for ransomware attacks. The possible connections to 
Russia in the Colonial Pipeline and JBS ransomware attacks exemplify how a U.S. 
adversary can use cybercriminals to its advantage to extort critical industries for 
cryptocurrency and weaken U.S. security. On a larger scale, the North Korean case 
demonstrates how state-sponsored hackers can utilize ransomware and crypto-
currency to fund the DPRK’s nuclear program. This not only severely undermines 
U.S. national security, but the security of nations around the world.
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Cyrptocurrency and Illicit Activity

There is a considerable amount of debate surrounding the scale of cryptocurren-
cy’s involvement in criminal activity. A New York Times article explains that al-
though only 1% of Bitcoin transactions is linked to crime, there are a few concern-
ing trends.54 First, while 1% is an extremely small portion of transactions, this is 
actually an increase from the previous year, indicating a growing criminal use of 
Bitcoin. Second, the amount of criminal activity linked to Bitcoin remains rela-
tively unchanged by fluctuations in value.55 This means that despite Bitcoin’s vol-
atility, criminals continue to use it. Additionally, the anonymity provided by both 
cryptocurrency and the dark net makes it extremely challenging to estimate how 
much cryptocurrency is connected to illicit activity compared to its overall usage. 
Criminals use crypto to their advantage in the illegal drug trade on dark net mar-
ketplaces and to launder money due to the lack of oversight and regulations. The 
use of cryptocurrency in various illicit activities undermines the broader threat 
landscape by facilitating and expanding transnational crime.

The Illegal Drug Trade

Criminal activity on the dark net is able to stay out of the public eye with unique 
software, such as Tor. According to Mark Goodman, Tor is the “closest thing to 
actual anonymity on the internet.” 56 Tor reroutes web connections through thou-
sands of computer servers to disguise the origin and destination of the web traffic, 
preventing anyone, including law enforcement, from tracing the web traffic back 
to the user.57 Tor and other anonymizing software make it possible for criminals 
to access dark net marketplaces with a lesser risk of detection and identification. 
Similarly, when marketplaces use this software, their site is only accessible to those 
who also use it. The use of cryptocurrency, combined with Tor, further protects the 
identities of the criminals engaged in the buying and selling of illicit goods. 

Dark net marketplaces, also referred to as cryptomarkets, are primary ex-
amples of the intersection between cryptocurrency and illicit activity. These il-
legitimate marketplaces provide an opportunity for criminals to buy and sell an 
extraordinary supply and range of unlawful products. Buyers can find an extreme-
ly wide variety of weapons, explosives, illegal wildlife parts, child pornography, 
hitmen, cybercrime products, and much more.58 In particular, drug sales have had 
tremendous success on dark net marketplaces. The first major dark net market-
place, Silk Road, elevated the drug trade and the use of cryptocurrency to a higher 
level of transnational crime.

Silk Road was founded in 2011 by 29-year-old Ross Ulbricht, who operated 
under the pseudonym “Dread Pirate Roberts.”59 While the site sold almost every 
illicit product imaginable, it was most well-known for its sale of illegal drugs. Mar-
ijuana was the most popular drug on Silk Road, with transactions worth over $46 
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million.60 Cocaine accounted for 82,582 transactions amounting to $17.4 million.61 
Heroin followed marijuana and cocaine with sales worth an estimated $8.9 mil-
lion.62 The combined sales of other popular drugs including meth, LSD, ecstasy, and 
narcotics, such as oxycodone and fentanyl, generated an estimated $19.2 million.

Silk Road was the largest online criminal marketplace for the two and a 
half years that it operated. During its lifetime, Silk Road brought in approximately 
9.5 million Bitcoin in revenue.63 The site intentionally only accepted Bitcoin as 
payment. The combination of Bitcoin and Tor software was purposely designed to 
hide the site from law enforcement and align with Ulbricht’s libertarian beliefs. A 
Department of Justice press release states that the use of cryptocurrency “served 
to facilitate the illegal commerce conducted on the site, including by concealing 
the identities and locations of users transmitting and receiving funds through the 
site.”64 Ulbricht earned an estimated $13 million through the illicit sales until the 
FBI seized the site in 2013.65 Ulbricht was arrested and convicted of seven offenses, 
including distributing narcotics by means of the Internet, engaging in a continu-
ing criminal enterprise, and conspiring to commit money laundering. Ulbricht 
was sentenced to life in prison.66 Unfortunately, Silk Road was only the beginning 
of the rise in dark net marketplaces.

 Other dark net marketplaces quickly emerged to fill the void left by Silk 
Road. Silk Road 2.0 was developed about 5 weeks after Silk Road’s takedown and 
was essentially identical to the first version. Similar to its predecessor, the site con-
sisted overwhelmingly of drug listings. The site operated for about one year and 
brought in around $8 million a month in illicit sales until the FBI shut down the 
site.67 While Silk Road was the first marketplace of its kind, AlphaBay surpassed 
Silk Road as the largest dark net marketplace for drugs. AlphaBay was about 20 
times larger than Silk Road, with approximately 350,000 listings for illicit goods 
and services.68 Shortly prior to its shutdown, AlphaBay had over 21,000 listings for 
opioids and more than 4,100 for fentanyl and similar substances.69 Law enforce-
ment seized AlphaBay in the summer of 2017. In the time that AlphaBay operated, 
the site conducted transactions worth over $1 billion in Bitcoin and other forms of 
digital currency.70

Dark net marketplaces have given users easy access to the buying and selling 
of unlawful products. Law enforcement has seen a significant increase in drug-re-
lated overdoses since the existence of these marketplaces. According to a New York 
Times article on the U.S. opioid crisis, the sale of drugs via the internet, includ-
ing over dark net marketplaces, has greatly increased the accessibility of illegal 
substances, such as fentanyl and other potent synthetic opioids.71 Not only is the 
increased volume of distribution a major challenge for law enforcement, but the 
role of cryptocurrency hinders efforts to combat the illegal drug trade. The use of 
cryptocurrency on these marketplaces is a tactical strategy to protect the identities 
of those engaged in illicit activities. Countless dark net marketplaces emerge faster 
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than law enforcement can shut them down. In addition, cryptocurrency’s role in 
conducting unlawful transactions presents another significant challenge for law 
enforcement, as it already struggles to address criminal activity on the dark net.  

Money Laundering

There are a number of instances of Silk Road users laundering hundreds of millions 
of dollars generated from illicit activities through cryptocurrency.72 One example 
involves 60-year-old Hugh Haney. Haney was a member of a collection of drug ven-
dors on Silk Road who engaged in the large-scale trafficking of narcotics, includ-
ing OxyContin, heroin, and fentanyl.73, 74 Silk Road’s payment system functioned 
in a manner where each user had to have a Bitcoin account internal to the site to 
conduct transactions.75 Vendors could then transfer profits from their Silk Road 
Bitcoin address to their personal Bitcoin address once transactions were complete. 
This allowed Haney to launder his illegal drug profits with cryptocurrency.

According to a Department of Justice press release, Haney transferred his 
Silk Road Bitcoin profits to an account with a cryptocurrency exchange.76 Through 
the exchange, Haney converted the Bitcoin to cash and falsely asserted that the 
Bitcoin came from his own crypto mining activity. In total, Haney laundered an 
estimated $19 million with cryptocurrency from his Silk Road drug transactions.77 
In 2020, Haney was sentenced to three and a half years in prison for money laun-
dering charges.78 Cryptocurrency-based money laundering is not uncommon and 
criminals outside of dark net marketplaces also engage in this illicit activity.

Organized crime groups use cryptocurrency to launder their criminal prof-
its. For example, a 2020 Reuters article explains how cryptocurrency-based money 
laundering is increasing among Latin American drug cartels. The article states 
that smuggling drug profits to cartels is the “only thing tougher than smuggling 
drugs.”79 Large amounts of cash are difficult to transport due to the weight of the 
bulk. It also increases the risk of detection when moving money internationally 
due to the regulations of financial institutions. 

The head of Mexico’s financial ministry’s financial intelligence unit, Santi-
ago Nieto, explained how these criminals usually deposit small amounts of illicit 
profits into several bank accounts to minimize the risk of raising red flags.80 Then, 
they use the money in these accounts to purchase small amounts of Bitcoin. Pur-
chasing Bitcoin makes it even more difficult to track the illicit funds while making 
it easier for these crime groups to send money internationally throughout their 
networks. According to the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA), the num-
ber of cash seizures decreased over the past few years. In 2011, cash seizures to-
taled $741 million but fell to $234 million in 2018.81 The DEA partly attributes this 
decrease to cryptocurrency-based money laundering. It is expected that cartels 
and other transnational criminal organizations will increasingly use cryptocur-
rency to launder illicit profits.82
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Cryptocurrency’s involvement in illicit activities, including the selling and 
purchasing of drugs on the dark net, and as a means to conduct money laundering, 
undermines national security as well as the security of communities. Modernizing 
the drug trade via dark net marketplaces can have devastating effects far beyond 
the transaction between the buyer and seller. Although the same argument could 
be made for drug transactions involving cash, the use of cryptocurrency on dark 
net marketplaces allows for the transport of significantly more volume at a much 
lesser risk. For example, about 20% of drug users in the U.S. purchased narcotics 
on Silk Road when the site was at its peak, demonstrating the prevalence of pur-
chasing drugs via Silk Road.83 Cryptocurrency makes it increasingly difficult for 
law enforcement to counter the rapid and large-scale movement of drugs, while 
criminals are able to expand their networks and send money internationally with 
ease and little risk. 

Chainalysis calls money laundering the “key to cryptocurrency-based 
crime.”84 Cryptocurrency-based money laundering undermines national security, 
as it gives criminals the opportunity to generate funding, hide its sources, and op-
erate outside of regulatory authorities. Money laundering, whether through more 
traditional channels or through crypto, helps keep criminals in business by ensur-
ing financial stability and the ability to reinvest their “clean” funds to continuously 
expand their profits, networks, and operations. Cryptocurrency adds additional 
layers of anonymity to money laundering and makes it easier for criminals to hide 
capital around the world while evading law enforcement. Cryptocurrency-based 
money laundering also undermines the legitimate economy, banking systems, 
borders, and the rule of law. The benefits of using cryptocurrency for illicit activ-
ities, such as purchasing drugs on the dark net and money laundering, suggests 
that criminal groups will continue using crypto to their advantage. 

Cryptocurrency and Terrorism Financing

Similarly to how cryptocurrency’s anonymous and decentralized nature attracts 
cybercriminals, dark net drug dealers, and money launderers, crypto also appeals 
to terrorist groups. As the U.S. prioritized counterterrorism efforts after 9/11, rev-
enue streams financing terrorist operations began to dissolve. As a result, terrorist 
groups were forced to adapt and diversify their activities by engaging in other 
criminal activities and soliciting donations from supporters. The article, “Illicit 
Trade and Terrorism,” states that cryptocurrency serves as a facilitator for terror-
ism financing.85 Last year, law enforcement organizations around the world detect-
ed and prosecuted a record number of cryptocurrency-related terrorism financing 
cases.86 In the U.S. alone, over $1 million was recovered from Bitcoin address-
es linked to terrorist groups.87 While terrorist attacks themselves cost a relatively 
small amount of money, terrorist groups require a significant amount of funds for 
operational costs, such as recruitment, training, weapons, bribes, and payments 
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to families of suicide bombers.88 Cryptocurrency provides terrorist groups a way 
to send and receive funds around the world quickly, often with little chance of 
detection. Groups engaging in crypto-related terrorism financing include Hamas’s 
military branch, an al-Qaeda affiliate, and ISIS.89 

Hamas’s military branch, the Izz ad-Din al-Qassam Brigades (AQB) was 
behind “one of the largest and most sophisticated cryptocurrency-based terrorism 
financing campaigns ever seen,” according to Chainalysis.90 In 2019, AQB attempt-
ed to solicit donations from supporters using Bitcoin and adapted its methods 
each time law enforcement impeded its efforts. AQB requested donations from 
supporters via a QR code on the group’s website that directed the user to a Bit-
coin address. However, after a short time, law enforcement was able to freeze the 
account and investigate its owner and the account’s activities. AQB adjusted and 
replaced the QR code Bitcoin address with one that was connected to a private 
wallet. Although AQB believed this private wallet increased anonymity, Chainaly-
sis explains that analysts were able to trace the wallet’s transactions and donations 
to the group.91 The wallet was eventually shut down. 

AQB once again changed its method of collecting Bitcoin donations. This 
time, the website created an individual Bitcoin address for each donor to send 
money.92 The website even had an instructional video to guide donors on how 
to contribute while maintaining maximum anonymity. The instructions included 
two donation options: hawala or a private Bitcoin wallet.93 Hawala is an informal 
money transfer system founded on trust.94 If they chose this option, they could 
provide the Bitcoin address and the donated amount in fiat currency. The hawala 
would then send the fiat currency amount in Bitcoin to the address. The video 
also informed donors that they could create a private Bitcoin wallet, choose from 
a recommended crypto exchange to purchase Bitcoin, and then transfer their do-
nation.95 This complex system made it increasingly difficult to trace funds. AQB 
earned over $10,000 in donations until U.S. authorities seized the donation cam-
paign webpage in 2020.96 AQB not only used crypto to its advantage, but it demon-
strated its ability to adapt when law enforcement impeded its efforts. ISIS and an 
al-Qaeda affiliate also relied on cryptocurrency schemes to generate funds. 

In September 2020, 29 people were arrested by French authorities for a 
cryptocurrency-related terrorism financing scheme for groups in Syria, including 
ISIS and an al-Qaeda affiliate. The cryptocurrency scheme had been active since 
2019 until French government authorities uncovered a web of financial transac-
tions sent to French extremists in Syria.97 The scheme involved the purchase of 
cryptocurrency coupons. Recipients in Syria were sent the details of the coupons 
and then used the details to collect money through cryptocurrency exchanges.98 
Prosecutors explained that dozens of people located in France anonymously pur-
chased cryptocurrency coupons worth 10 to 150 euros or $11 to $165.99 The crypto 
coupons were credited to accounts abroad that were opened by extremists who 
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could then convert the credited amount into cryptocurrency. It is believed that 
this scheme allowed members of ISIS and the al-Qaeda affiliate hiding in Syria to 
collect hundreds of thousands of euros.100 This crypto scheme demonstrates an-
other case where terrorists use the ease and anonymity of cryptocurrency to their 
advantage for the purpose of funding their extremist operations. 

In addition to the two cases discussed above, there are also instances of 
al-Qaeda and affiliated groups laundering cryptocurrency and soliciting crypto 
donations through social media.101 There was another case where a 27-year-old 
from Leicestershire, England, transferred Bitcoin abroad for the purpose of helping 
ISIS members escape from prisons controlled by the Kurds in Northern Syria.102 
ISIS also capitalized on the COVID-19 pandemic by selling counterfeit personal 
protective equipment (PPE) to generate revenue. A Department of Justice press 
release explains how Murat Cakar, an ISIS facilitator, operated the website, Face-
MaskCenter.com.103 The site claimed to have an ample supply of FDA-approved 
N95 respirator masks, as well as other PPE, despite shortages.104 The scheme also 
involved the use of Facebook pages in order to help facilitate sales of the coun-
terfeit products. 105 This case, along with al-Qaeda and affiliated groups soliciting 
cryptocurrency donations on social media platforms and the AQB donation cam-
paign, resulted in the “largest-ever seizure of cryptocurrency” related to terrorism 
financing.106 U.S. authorities seized millions of dollars and more than 300 cryp-
tocurrency accounts, as each terrorism financing campaign made use of digital 
currency. In response to the seizure, Attorney General William Barr stated, “it 
should not surprise anyone that our enemies use modern technology, social me-
dia platforms and cryptocurrency to facilitate their evil and violent agendas.”107 
Cryptocurrency not only aids in financing extremism abroad, but it is suspected 
of playing a role in funding a domestic extremist incident in the U.S. 

On January 6, 2021, growing domestic tensions reached a boiling point 
when alt-right groups stormed the U.S. Capitol to protest the certification of the 
2020 election results. A single Bitcoin transaction worth approximately $522,000, 
is under investigation by the FBI for its potential connection to the event. On 
December 8, 2020, the transaction transferred Bitcoin to 22 crypto addresses, 
many of which belong to far-right activists.108 Chainalysis notes that the popular 
alt-right internet personality and podcaster, Nick Fuentes, received the largest 
donation of $250,000.109 The donor was allegedly a French computer program-
mer who committed suicide the same day the donation was made. According 
to a suicide note published on his personal blog, the man seemingly committed 
suicide due to health issues. However, he also highlighted a number of alt-right 
viewpoints in his note, such as the decline of Western civilization and the hatred 
of Western “ancestors and heritage.”110 Given that international extremists use 
cryptocurrency to fund their activities, it is not impossible for domestic groups 
to do the same.
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There is evidence that domestic extremist groups are moving towards cryp-
tocurrency funding, as discussed in the hearing “Dollars Against Democracy: Do-
mestic Terrorist Financing in the Aftermath of Insurrection” conducted by the 
Subcommittee on National Security, International Development, and Monetary 
Policy of the U.S. House Committee on Financial Services. Dr. Daniel Rogers, who 
is the co-founder and Chief Technical Officer of the Global Disinformation Index 
(GDI), provided a witness testimony on the use of cryptocurrency for the financ-
ing of extremist groups. Dr. Rogers explained how hate groups not only use online 
platforms to spread hateful ideologies, but they also use cyberspace to garner fund-
ing to support their activities.111 GDI examined how 73 domestic groups, some of 
which participated in the January 6 Capitol riots, use a variety of online platforms, 
including five different cryptocurrencies.112 GDI found evidence of these crypto-
currencies being used to transfer funds to groups. The organization also noticed a 
trend between the level of extremism of a group and their tendency to use crypto 
within their fundraising strategy.113 For example. Dr. Rogers explained how groups 
who were less extreme relied more on traditional fundraising methods. As the 
groups were censored or removed from online platforms and became increasingly 
extreme, they would then migrate to cryptocurrency where pseudo-anonymity 
protected the identities of these groups.114 This trend is likely to continue as tech-
nology companies continue to confront the issue of censoring users who spread 
extreme hate and toxic ideology through their online platforms. 

While the true extent of cryptocurrency’s role in terrorism financing is un-
known, it is clear that terrorist groups have the ability to adapt and use technology 
to further their interests and undermine national security. The various methods 
these groups deployed to collect Bitcoin, whether through their websites, the use 
of crypto coupons, or individual donors, demonstrate a clear capacity to evolve 
their strategies in order to generate revenue and elude law enforcement. Cryp-
to-related terrorism financing allows terrorists to collect money through donors 
and supporters with a lower risk of detection. As a result, terrorists are able to car-
ry out operations and attacks that threaten the safety of innocent civilians around 
the world. Well-funded extremists perpetuate conflict and destabilize regions with 
their violence, putting both national and international security at significant risk. 
In addition, the suspected connection of Bitcoin to the January 6 Capitol riots 
demonstrates how crypto could help fund hostile groups within the U.S. 

U.S. Cryptocurrency Policy 

The decentralized nature of cryptocurrency makes it extremely difficult for policy-
makers to address how crypto can undermine national security. Cryptocurrency 
continues to become increasingly valuable and attractive faster than policy can 
be formulated. In addition, policymakers are faced with the challenging task of 
countering the national security threats of crypto while understanding that too 
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much regulation could eliminate the essence of cryptocurrency. In order to make 
policy recommendations related to crypto, it is important to first examine how the 
Trump administration and the Biden administration addressed or plan to address 
cryptocurrency and its appeal to criminals and terrorists. 

The topic of cryptocurrency as a national security concern remained rela-
tively unacknowledged throughout Trump’s presidency. However, the Department 
of Justice published the 2020 Report of the Attorney General’s Cyber Digital Task 
Force, which highlights a number of ways that cryptocurrency facilitates crime 
and undermines national security. The report states that although cryptocurrency 
has existed for a relatively short amount of time, “this technology already plays 
a role in many of the most significant criminal and national security threats our 
nation faces.”115 Yet policymakers faced pushback when the Trump administration 
proposed reporting requirements for cryptocurrency and digital assets.   

A few weeks before the end of Trump’s presidency, the Financial Crimes 
Enforcement Network (FinCEN), a bureau within the Department of Treasury, 
announced a proposal to counter money laundering for virtual currency transac-
tions. FinCEN proposed that financial institutions, such as banks and money ser-
vices businesses (MSBs), would be “required to submit reports, keep records, and 
verify the identity of customers” for transactions that surpass specific thresholds 
and involve convertible virtual currency.116 According to the proposal, banks and 
MSBs would be required to gather information, such as the names and addresses 
of customers and the type and amount of virtual currency used. In addition, the 
proposed thresholds include any transfers exceeding $3,000 if the funds are sent to 
a private crypto wallet.117 The Treasury Department stated that while it values “re-
sponsible innovation,” greater transparency and closing loopholes that bad actors 
can exploit, is required in order to safeguard national security.118

Despite its seemingly appealing objective of combating financial crimes, 
the proposal faced significant pushback. Critics of this proposal include major 
financial service providers, such as Fidelity Investments, Union Square Ventures, 
and Coinbase.119 Cryptocurrency users opposing this proposal pointed out that 
FinCEN’s reporting requirements ultimately take aim at the very essence of digital 
currency. Both licit and illicit actors are drawn to crypto for the privacy and free-
dom it offers. Increased reporting requirements would largely remove what makes 
cryptocurrency attractive. Some critics complained that attempting to identify 
parties involved in transactions would be expensive and sometimes impossible.120 
Despite its short existence, there is clearly a vocal sector of advocates that wish to 
protect the freedom and privacy cryptocurrency offers despite its potential nation-
al security implications. While the previous administration hoped it would be able 
to move the proposal forward prior to the end of Trump’s presidency, the fate of 
the proposal now rests with the Biden administration.

In January 2021, President Biden’s nominee for treasury secretary, Janet 
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Yellen, suggested that policymakers “curtail” the use of cryptocurrencies due to 
its role in facilitating crime, signaling an objective to increase crypto regulations 
during Biden’s presidency.121 According to a May 2021 Washington Post article, 
the Biden administration is reviewing oversight gaps in cryptocurrency regula-
tion that aid in the facilitation of illegal activity, including tax evasion and ter-
rorism financing.122 In addition, the Treasury Department released the American 
Families Plan Tax Compliance Agenda to increase tax revenue through enhanced 
compliance measures. This includes new reporting requirements for cryptocur-
rency transactions. The agenda requires businesses and crypto exchanges to report 
transactions with a fair market value exceeding $10,000 in an effort for business-
es to provide the IRS with more information surrounding large cryptocurrency 
transactions.123 Although the political future of the Tax Compliance Agenda is un-
certain, there seems to be some expectation that the current administration will 
work towards increased cryptocurrency regulations for the purpose of countering 
national security threats and financial crimes. Also, as ransomware has become a 
central national security threat in recent months, it is likely that the Biden admin-
istration will, at the very least, be forced to address the role of cryptocurrency in 
ransomware attacks.

Policy Recommendations

The primary challenge surrounding cryptocurrency is deciding how policy can 
address the national security threat while balancing crypto’s core principles of pri-
vacy and decentralization. Because cryptocurrency is used for a number of areas 
of crime that can undermine national security, there is no “one-size-fits-all” ap-
proach. For this reason, the following policy recommendations will be specific to 
the issues discussed in this paper.

The rise in ransomware over the past few years demonstrates how crypto-
currency plays a major role in the facilitation of cyberattacks and the extortion 
of victims. Government agencies and policymakers should increase their efforts 
through informational campaigns to inform citizens and public and private orga-
nizations of the risks of ransomware. These informational campaigns should in-
clude how to implement defensive measures to protect systems and networks from 
hackers. This is essential given the shift to virtual work and distance learning due 
to COVID-19. It is also imperative that government agencies and policymakers de-
ter victims from paying the cryptocurrency ransom. Although CISA and the FBI 
recommend against paying the ransom, informational campaigns should high-
light the potential national security implications if ransomware victims pay hack-
ers. Not only is it important to highlight how paying ransoms can facilitate more 
crime, but it is essential to underscore how U.S. adversaries, such as North Korea 
and Russia, can use ransomware and cryptocurrency to their advantage. Russia’s 
potential links to the Colonial Pipeline and JBS ransomware attacks demonstrate 
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how Russia could be willing to disrupt and extort critical U.S. industries for mil-
lions of dollars’ worth of cryptocurrency. In addition, North Korea uses ransom-
ware and cryptocurrency as a tactic to circumvent sanctions to fund its nuclear 
program. This information can help citizens and organizations understand how 
ransomware contributes to the broader national security threat landscape. It can 
also dissuade victims from paying the ransom, despite the higher financial cost. 
Educating the public on the consequences of ransomware is particularly import-
ant as the number of incidents is likely to continue increasing as cybercriminals 
advance their capabilities.  

To address the illegal drug trade on the dark net, policymakers should focus 
on curbing the demand for these unlawful products. In her book Dirty Entangle-
ments, Dr. Louise Shelley notes that drugs are a unique illicit commodity in the 
way that the addictive substances create continuous demand.124 For this reason, 
the drug market itself is a major problem. According to an article from the Council 
on Foreign Relations, some experts believe public health policies would be an ef-
fective method to decrease demand.125 The approach of addressing demand could 
help counter the drug trade in and out of cyberspace. With the use of dark net 
marketplaces and cryptocurrency, cyberspace in particular has significantly aided 
in the facilitation of the illegal drug trade. The use of cryptocurrency hides the 
identities of buyers and sellers and allows drugs to be sold and distributed around 
the world at a much faster rate. Therefore, addressing demand could help combat 
the illicit use of cryptocurrency as well as drug crime on dark net marketplaces. 

Countering cryptocurrency-based money laundering requires building on 
existing anti-money laundering legislation. FinCEN’s proposal to implement an-
ti-money laundering regulations to close loopholes signifies an effort to do so. 
Policymakers should incentivize cryptocurrency exchanges to comply with an-
ti-money laundering laws to minimize the number of illicit actors using cryp-
tocurrency and their platforms. U.S. anti-money laundering policies currently 
require compliance from banks. However, in the last year there have been a signif-
icant number of financial institutions faced with fines for noncompliance related 
to anti-money laundering regulations.126 Therefore, policymakers should identify 
and apply lessons learned and best practices from the lack of compliance with 
traditional financial institutions. By applying these lessons to increase cooperation 
and compliance, policymakers and exchanges can combat the activities that allow 
criminals to maintain their capital and evade law enforcement.

Terrorism financing is difficult to address because terrorist groups are ex-
panding their activities to ensure diversified streams of revenue. The use of online 
platforms to solicit donations and generate funds in the form of cryptocurrency 
requires enhanced law enforcement capabilities. Greater support for law enforce-
ment can help to identify and seize sites that are linked to terrorism financing, 
as well as track down facilitators. In addition, countering terrorism financing re-
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quires international cooperation and coordination. As the cases in the U.S. and 
France demonstrated, terrorism financing activities occur around the world. One 
of the advantages of cryptocurrency is the ease at which terrorists can send mon-
ey internationally. Therefore, international organizations and federal governments 
need to combine resources and capabilities to identify facilitators of crypto-related 
terrorism financing and thwart their efforts.

Conclusion

As technology advancements progress, criminals and terrorist groups will con-
tinue to capitalize on innovative capabilities to weaken national security. Cryp-
tocurrency has grown tremendously since it first emerged, and it attracts both 
illicit and licit actors with its decentralization and near anonymity. It is important 
to underscore that cryptocurrency does have legitimate uses, especially as digi-
tal currency becomes more mainstream. Companies are developing and adopting 
cryptocurrency payment systems and investors view cryptocurrency as a highly 
valuable digital asset. However, its anonymity and lack of regulations leave too 
many opportunities for transnational criminals to evade law enforcement and un-
dermine national security. 

Cryptocurrency plays an important role in the extortion of ransomware 
victims, especially as the number of ransomware incidents has been on the rise in 
recent years. Ransomware attackers generate a significant amount of cryptocur-
rency revenue because it often costs victims more not to pay the ransom. These 
profits incentivize cybercriminals to continue extorting victims through ransom-
ware. The use of cryptocurrency in ransomware attacks protects the hackers’ iden-
tities and places law enforcement at a disadvantage. This is particularly true when 
hackers use mixer services to further disguise their transactions when cashing out 
their ransomware profits. Ransomware attacks can have serious repercussions on 
national security beyond the initial victims, as exemplified by the DPRK cases, 
the attacks against municipalities in the U.S, and the targeting of critical U.S. sec-
tors. The use of cryptocurrency in ransomware undermines national security by 
anonymizing malicious actors, obfuscating the path of funds, and thus making it 
extremely challenging for law enforcement to identify, charge, and prosecute these 
cybercriminals. 

Cryptocurrency combined with the emergence of dark net marketplaces 
gave the illegal drug trade and transnational crime the opportunity to expand. Silk 
Road generated millions of Bitcoin in revenue, largely due to the ease with which 
drugs could be purchased and distributed. Despite its takedown, Silk Road paved 
the way for future dark net marketplaces, as more appeared in its place. Although 
Silk Road was the first of its kind, AlphaBay far exceeded its predecessor’s success 
in the illegal drug trade. The use of cryptocurrency on dark net marketplaces, such 
as Silk Road and AlphaBay, was an intentional design. Cryptocurrency protected 
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the site and hid the identities of those engaging in the buying and selling of drugs 
from law enforcement. Cryptocurrency and dark net marketplaces have also aided 
in the facilitation of harming individuals and communities through drug addic-
tion, as the U.S. opioid epidemic demonstrates.

Cryptocurrency-based money laundering is not an uncommon occurrence. 
Dark net vendors and organized criminal groups participate in crypto-based 
money laundering to hide their profits, avoid detection, and circumvent the reg-
ulations of traditional financial institutions. Cryptocurrency-based money laun-
dering makes it more difficult for law enforcement to track illicit proceeds, while 
making it easier for transnational crime groups to distribute funds throughout 
their international networks. As is the case with ransomware and dark net trans-
actions, money laundering with crypto hides the identities of criminals. Crypto-
currency-based money laundering undermines national security because it allows 
criminals to generate funding and disguise its sources. This provides criminals 
with financial stability, as they are then able to reinvest laundered funds back into 
their criminal activities. This form of money laundering also weakens the legiti-
mate economy, as well as international borders, the rule of law, and regulations of 
traditional financial institutions.

The use of cryptocurrency demonstrates how terrorist groups adopt new 
methods to bring in money. Crypto allows terrorist groups to send and receive 
funds with ease from around the world. The cases involving Hamas, an al-Qaeda 
affiliate and ISIS exhibit how terrorists have turned to cryptocurrency to gener-
ate revenue through donations. Each case illustrates how terrorist groups deploy 
various methods to garner funds. Hamas’s military branch, AQB, solicited Bit-
coin donations through its website, while ISIS and an al-Qaeda affiliate created a 
scheme involving the purchase of cryptocurrency coupons. Although it is unclear 
how prevalent cryptocurrency’s role is in terrorism financing, it is clear that some 
groups are adapting to technological developments and have the ability to use it 
to their advantage. Terrorism financing with cryptocurrency greatly undermines 
national security because it allows terrorists to generate funds for their violent ac-
tivities with a relatively low risk of detection. In addition, there is a possibility that 
cryptocurrency may have funded prominent far-right activists who participated in 
the January 6 Capitol riots. Cryptocurrency’s role in financing both international 
and domestic extremism presents a major national security concern. 

Developing policy to counter criminals exploiting loopholes in crypto reg-
ulation is extremely difficult. The Trump administration’s proposal to implement 
reporting requirements and greater regulation would essentially remove the pri-
vacy and freedom that cryptocurrency has to offer. While it would potentially 
combat financial crimes, it would come at the cost of the digital currency’s fun-
damental principles. Moving forward, it is unclear how the Biden administration 
will confront the national security concern of cryptocurrency. However, Treasury 
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Secretary Janet Yellen’s comments seem to suggest that the administration will at 
least attempt to address this issue. 

Policymakers face a significant challenge in addressing the national secu-
rity threat of cryptocurrency. Regarding ransomware, policymakers and federal 
agencies should educate the public, as well as public and private organizations on 
the risks of ransomware, how to implement protective measures, and highlight 
the national security concerns of these cyberattacks. Public awareness can deter 
victims from paying the cryptocurrency ransom if they have a better understand-
ing of how ransomware can greatly undermine national security. Policymakers 
should address the demand for illegal drugs to combat the use of dark net mar-
ketplaces and, by extension, the use of cryptocurrency in illicit trade on the dark 
net. Addictive substances create a continuous demand, therefore, implementing 
public health policies could help alleviate the drug epidemic both in and out of 
cyberspace. To counter cryptocurrency-based money laundering, policymakers 
should build on existing anti-money laundering legislation. In addition, policy-
makers should incentivize cryptocurrency exchanges to comply with laws and reg-
ulations. They should also examine lessons learned from the failure of traditional 
financial institutions to comply with anti-money laundering regulations and apply 
these best practices to increase effective cooperation with crypto exchanges. Last-
ly, combating cryptocurrency-related terrorism financing requires enhanced law 
enforcement support to identify and seize sites that engage in terrorism financ-
ing. International cooperation and coordination are also required as terrorism fi-
nancing activities occur throughout the world. Terrorism financing activities eas-
ily cross borders and jurisdictions. For this reason, the international community 
needs to combine its resources to track cryptocurrency transactions and identify 
terrorism financiers more effectively. 

Ransomware attacks, the dark net drug trade, cryptocurrency-based money 
laundering, and terrorism financing all undermine national security in different 
ways. Therefore, policymakers cannot rely on a “one-size-fits-all” approach. In-
stead, policies combating crypto-related crime and the threat to national security 
should uniquely address each issue. The uses of cryptocurrency will likely expand 
in the coming years, especially as it becomes increasingly mainstream. There-
fore, it is imperative that policymakers urgently address how cryptocurrency can 
threaten national security before criminals and terrorist groups gain too much of 
an upper hand.
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